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Integrations

Why MCFTech?
  100s of Successful Integrations

  We can work with your IT to get it done for you

  Cloud to Cloud Integrations are easier than ever and 
there are over 6000 SaaS products and we can help 
you integrate any of them.

  On Premise Systems (behind the firewall) are very 
possible and we have several options

  Simple Flat File or SFTP drop folders are still an 
effective solution

  Simple Drag n Drop Imports from Excel, CSV, XML  
or JSON files

  Turn Key solutions including Azure Hosting, nothing to 
install, let MCF do the work.

  Custom, dedicated integrations

  iPaaS Based Services on Workato, Zapier, Microsoft 
Flow (see our Workato sheet for more information)

  A Microsoft Partner so Office 365 is no problem

  ERPs - no problem we handle SAP, Oracle, et.al.

  We have SQL integration Guru’s

  Put Legacy data into a Cloud-based Data Warehouse 
with Azure and SQL

  Knock down those Data Silos and simplify your  
process with integrated data

Our Experience
With over 10 years’ experience integrating 
systems, especially with Quick Base, 
MCFTech can handle just about any 
integration challenges you can throw at us.

We think of integrations as way to expand 
the “circle of truth” within an organization.  
 I think anyone who has used Quick Base to 
collaborate with others can appreciate the 
value of having one version of the truth within 
an application. The promise of integration is 
that same experience multiplied over many 
different apps and many different systems, 
helping tie together processes  
and productivity like never before.  

The Benefits

 Eliminates duplicate data entry 
 Eliminates data discrepancies. 
 Allow non users to share key data

Whether your organization is a global 
enterprise, or a local small business, 
integrating other solutions with your Quick 
Base apps can dramatically improve your 
business operations 
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•  15+ Full time development staff
 º Workato Gold partner with Custom Connector Development
 º Experience in Zapier, MS Flow, and MuleSoft
 º Traditional: .net, php, node, ruby, SQL, Java, SSIS
•  Azure and AWS partnerships
 º Azure Data factory expertise
 º Serverless! We use Azure functions and lambda extensively
 º Secure, scalable, always available
 º SOC2 certified
•  Deep understanding of REST APIs, Open API, SOAP, WCF, SOA
•  Deep capabilities in Data Warehousing, ETL, and handling large datasets
•  Deep experience connecting on-premise systems securely to the cloud with Azure, Workato and other  
   Third-party firewall appliances
•  Experienced architects with an agnostic approach - we will assess your unique use cases and   
   recommend the most robust, scalable, and cost-effective solution with the many tools in our box

Integrations
Product Features

Our Technical Capabilities include:

LET US HELP YOU INTEGRATE and ELIMINATE DATA SILOS TODAY!

Integrations can take on a wide variety of variables and it does require a deep and broad set of technical 
know how to be successful.  Access, Authentication, ALM and Testing Procedures, ETL and data cleansing 
are all practices that 
must be considered 
when establishing 
business critical 
integrations.   On top 
of all that, you need 
someone in your corner 
that knows how to make 
it all work efficiently so 
that the integrations run 
as quickly as possible to 
promote freshness.  Cost 
is another factor and 
there are many ways to 
help optimize the cost of running your integrations.    

Talk Nerdy to me - Technical Capabilities


